DESIGNED DESIGN ASSOCIATES IS GOING TO VERIFY ITS EXCELLENCE IN SINGAPORE WITH
THE GOLDEN CROWN
Established in 1997, the boutique-sized Designed Design Associates provides interior designs for
private residential homes and commercial projects in Singapore. Being extremely sensitive to the
needs of each and every its client, the firm has quickly become famous in Singapore and won a few
awards already.
The interiors made by Designed Design Associates are always about sensuality, intimacy and identity
done exactly as the client desires and expects. Nowadays the firm also offers services like space
planning, design conceptualization, project construction and management and takes clients from
Singapore, Indonesia, Kuala Lumpur and the Philippines.

And we’re excited to reveal that in 2015 Designed Design Associates are aimed to prove its mastery
as the best luxury interior design firm in Singapore by taking part in the Luxury Lifestyle Awards Asia
2015 event!
Award-winning firm Designed Design is an interior design firm established in 1997. The boutique-sized
firm has broad experience with commercial projects and private residential homes in Singapore and
takes pride in its sensitivity towards different design needs from a diverse range of clients. Each project
begins with an in depth personality study with its client before design options are explored. This results
in sensually sculpted interiors that speak of intimacy and identity all at once.

The firm’s curiosity has led its design team to initiate and develop several experimental spaces with
aesthetic breakthroughs. The team’s attention to detail has also led design pursuits outside of interiors
and into the realm of product design to realise the unique styles its clients has requested for. Admired
by previous clients, Designed Design has also been invited to design commercial spaces such as Bistro
at the Supreme Court, Keck Seng Tower and the Metrojaya - Group of Stores.

The firm is founded and headed by an award-winning designer whose inquisitiveness to each interiors
project is a signature that has been adopted as part of designed design’s house style.
Today, the firm provides a holistic range of services including space planning, design
conceptualization, project construction and management to a diversity of clients from regional
countries such as Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, Indonesia and the Philippines.

www.dda.com.sg

